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2)  Our scientific reaction: Results from two papers that are under revision
at Water Resources Research

• Water Supply Risk on the Colorado River: Can Management
Mitigate? Balaji Rajagopalan, Kenneth Nowak, James Prairie
Martin Hoerling, Benjamin Harding, Joseph Barsugli, Andrea Ray4

and Bradley Udall

• Comment on “When Will Lake Mead Go Dry”  Joseph Barsugli,
Ken Nowak, Balaji Rajagopalan,Jim Prairie, Ben Harding

On February 12, 2008 a press release announced the
imminent publication of “ When Will Lake Mead Go Dry?”
by Tim Barnett and David Pierce.

This talk presents two threads of the ensuing story.

1) Coverage of the Barnett and Pierce study in the media and the public
reactions from several stakeholder



Historical Context

1999 -- The reservoirs are nearly full!  
January 25, 2001 Interim Surplus Guidelines 
2001 National Assessment -- Wet (CA and Southwest) !

2000 -- drought! 

2007…Storage in  Lakes Mead + Powell ~ 50 %

Dec. 13, 2007 Interim Guidelines for
Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations
for Lakes Powell and Mead.



Dec. 13, 2007 Interim Guidelines for
Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations
for Lakes Powell and Mead

“This agreement [the seven states agreement that was close to the preferred alternative in the
Interim Guidelines EIS] is a very significant milestone in a long process. It’s a step toward a
cooperative relationship that will continue on even after this agreement is implemented.
There will still be issues. There will still be new ideas. …But this is big. And it’s a new day
on the Colorado River.” Bill Hasencamp MWD.

Main Points:
•Interim:  until 2026
•Agreement on reduced deliveries
•ICS (intentionally created surplus)
•Coordinated operation of Lakes Powell a
•Agree to reconvene if Lake Mead drops below 1025 feet elevation.
•Agree to meet by 2020 to start next round of negotiations

•EIS included analysis of sensitivity to paleoclimate flows using Reclamation’s
Colorado River Simulation System
•Did NOT include climate change reductions



There is a 50 percent chance Lake Mead, a key source of water for millions of people
in the southwestern United States, will be dry by 2021 if climate changes as expected
and future water usage is not curtailed, according to a pair of researchers at Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, UC San Diego.

Barnett and Pierce concluded that human demand, natural forces like evaporation, and
human-induced climate change are creating a net deficit of nearly 1 million acre-feet of
water per year from the Colorado River system that includes Lake Mead and Lake Powell.

Their analysis of Federal Bureau of Reclamation records of past water demand and
calculations of scheduled water allocations and climate conditions indicate that the system
could run dry even if mitigation measures now being proposed are implemented.

Barnett said that the researchers chose to go with conservative estimates of the
situation in their analysis, though the water shortage is likely to be more dire in reality.
The team based its findings on the premise that climate change effects only started in
2007, though most researchers consider human-caused changes in climate to have likely
started decades earlier. They also based their river flow on averages over the past 100
years, even though it has dropped in recent decades. Over the past 500 years the
average annual flow is even less.

News Release
February 12, 2008



•New York Times, February 13, 2008. “Lake Mead Could Be Within
a Few Years of Going Dry, Study Finds”

•Newsweek, February 14, 2008. “Running Dry: Climate research
says Lake Mead, in the Southwest, could be gone by 2021. How
millions in southern California and neighboring states would be
affected”

•Las Vegas Review Journal  February 13, 2008 “Study gives 50-50
odds Lake Mead will dry up by 2021 “

•LVRJ EDITORIAL: “Lake Mead dry as a bone? Despite doomsday
predictions, it's unlikely to happen”

•North County Times (San Diego):  “Scientists: Mead, Powell dry by
2021:Water officials dispute Scripps' Colorado River study”



Terry Fulp, manager of the bureau office for the lower Colorado River, said he
disagreed with the paper’s assumption that global climate models were sensitive or
refined enough to forecast regional effects.

“Our view is that there are better ways of going about those studies that will give us a
more precise, better estimate of what these risks would be.” He added, “I don’t mean to
call it a doom-and-gloom scenario, but it’s got a little hint of that.” (NY Times Feb 13,
2008)

Pat Mulroy, the general manager of the Southern Nevada Water Authority, said
that she had not read the study but that the agreement the states and federal
government reached last year included provisions to reconvene if the water losses went
beyond what they originally envisioned.

“We have to protect our communities against the worst possibility,” Ms. Mulroy said.
“We have 90 percent of our water supply coming from Lake Mead.”

New York Times  February 13,2008 “Lake Mead Could Be
Within a Few Years of Going Dry, Study Find”



Las Vegas Review Journal  February 13, 2008

Fulp puts the chances of Lake Mead running dry at almost zero, namely because the federal
government and the seven states that share the Colorado would never let that happen.
"In my lifetime, I don't expect to ever see it," he said. "It isn't in anyone's interest to see Lake
Mead drained down to dead pool.” "Given his assumptions, I won't quibble with his
conclusions," Fulp said of Barnett. "I think the real question is, are these the right
assumptions?"

Southern Nevada Water Authority officials declined to comment on any of the report's
specific findings because they have yet to read the document.

Generally speaking, though, authority spokesman Scott Huntley said the paper raises some
important issues.

"I think that same concern is shared by all the states in the Colorado River system. That
was really the genesis for the shared-shortage agreements that were signed by the
secretary of the Interior and the seven states in December," Huntley said.

Barnett said the shortage guidelines actually prompted the Scripps study because the
new rules for the river failed to address the impacts of climate change.



LVRJ -- Editorial Feb 14, 2008
Despite doomsday predictions, it's unlikely to happen

The peer-reviewed science behind the study relies on worst-case-scenario assumptions regarding
climate change. Essentially, the men are making the case that the cancer of mankind would bring
about the slow death of Lake Mead, but global warming will act as a coup de grace.

It's perfectly reasonable -- and responsible -- to point out that continued drought and increased
demand will eventually leave Lake Mead useless as a reservoir and a recreation destination. And
studies such as this one certainly keep an appropriate level of attention on the West's most critical issue.

But these doomsday predictions are getting awfully tiresome. Environmentalists issue them for three
reasons: to strike fear in the gullible, to raise money from their allies and to spur lawmakers and the courts to
craft policies they agree with.

Predictions such as these virtually never come true. From Thomas Malthus in the 1798 to Paul Ehrlich in
the 1970s, the forecasters of famine, abandoned cities and desolated economies always look like fools in the
end because they refuse to take into account the ingenuity and enterprise of the human race.

Lake Mead go dry? The federal government and the states that depend on the reservoir simply won't
let that happen. The stakes are too high. We'll wager that all the farms in California's Imperial Valley, which
suck up the lion's share of river water, will go fallow before Lake Mead does.

But we'd love to buy some action on the odds provided by Mr. Barnett and Mr. Pierce. They can name
the amount at stake. Are they willing to put their money where their mouths are?



At an Oct. 28 Brookings Institution event, Mulroy said she is going to make the case
“whenever and wherever I can” that the key to the region’s water future can’t be found in
any renegotiation of the compact.

The reason: Nevada is unlikely to benefit from any attempt to change it, according to
Mulroy and Kay Brothers, the water authority’s deputy general manager.

“I don’t think we’d get any more water. In fact, I think we would lose water,” said
Brothers, explaining that the law was written during a particularly wet period and
that climate change has further sapped an over-allocated river. “When they
allocated, they gave away 15 million acre-feet (a year). We know the flows are much
less than that.”

With climate change affecting the snow pack that melts into the river, its flows in coming
years are expected to decrease.

So, given that it is a shrinking water supply, Southern Nevada would have to fight just to
keep its share of the river.

Las Vegas Sun, Nov 14 2008 “Water authority says renegotiating
Nevada’s take won’t increase our share because climate change is
slowing the flows”



Their [Barnett and Pierce] dire predictions were immediately challenged by federal and
local water officials.

Roger Patterson (MWD): Patterson, however, said the Scripps study was based on the idea of
a continual decline and did not consider that the Colorado River's flows would rebound,
despite global warming.

He said the current snowpack could mean that there would be 3.5 million more acre-feet in
the river -- even after California and other states take their allocations in 2008 -- more than
reversing the 1 million acre-foot a year deficit in the Scripps study.

"If we have back-to-back years like that, we're back in a surplus condition," Patterson
said, meaning that Powell and Mead would be largely restocked.

Patterson and Ken Weinberg, the water resources manager of the San Diego County Water
Authority, said that water agencies were taking steps to cut water use.

"No one is planning to continue to use the river the same way they have been
historically," Weinberg said.

North County Times (San Diego) “Scientists: Mead, Powell dry by 2021:
Water officials dispute Scripps' Colorado River study”



• Lees Ferry, AZ
gauge

• Annual average flow
is about 15MaF
(1906-2005)

• Snowpack in
headwaters
provides most of
this from a very
small area.

• Significant flows
enters system
below Lees Ferry
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Ken Nowak, CU

On a collision course…?
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Lees Ferry nat. flow (15.0) 
 -

Upper Basin cons. use (4.5+)

Evaporation (1.4)

“Infiltration” (0.3)
LB cons. use

+ Mexico delivery (9)

Climate Change
-20% LF flows over 

50 years

“Historical” Initial Net Inflow (deficit) = -0.2 Maf/yr

Water Balance Model (BP2008)

Assume  -1.0 Maf/yr as more realistic….



• BP2008 then assume  -1.0
Maf/yf (deficit) to reach
the conclusions:

• For a  20% Reduction over
50 years due to climate
change…
50% Chance Live Storage

Gone by 2021

• Implies LF flows of 14.2
Maf/yr. (13.6 under our
assumptions)

• The 0%-CC run has high
risk too!

Water Balance Model (Barnett and Pierce,2008 When Will
Lake Med Go Dry )

CC: 0,10,20,30% reductions



Lees Ferry Natural Flow (15.0)
+

Intervening flows (0.8)
-

Upper Basin Consumptive Use (4.5+)

Evaporation (varies
 with stage; 1.4 avg

declining to 1.1)

“Bank Storage is near 
long-term equilibrium’

LB Consumptive Use
+ MX Delivery + losses (9.6)

Climate Change
-20% LF flows over 

50 years

Initial Net Inflow = +0.4

Water Balance Model: Our version



Under the New Water Balance Assumptions..

Ken Nowak, CU

1.0 Maf “BP2008 Headline Results”
0.2 Maf “BP2008 Historical Results”
+0.4 Maf New Assumption+shortage criteria

Prob. of drying once Prob. of drying in a given year



Alternative F:  Demand growth is 50% of projected, Larger
shortages, renegotiated shortage thresholds and values post- 2026

No-CC risk due to demand
growth (50%) is
mitigated.

Climate change
assumption has huge
effect on risk post-2030!

Prob. of drying in a given year

We consider 7 alternatives that combine larger
shortages with assumptions on demand growth…

0%

10%

20%



Natural Climate Variability (no-climate change reductions): All Options

Full Demand Growth

Hypothetical: start with
full storage. Most of the
near term risk is due to
the already-low storage!

}

Baseline risk (no CC,
no demand increase)

is not zero!

Prob. of drying in a given year



Climate Change – 20% reduction Climate Change – 10% reduction

Demand fixed at 2008 levels;
Stronger shortage criteria can keep

Probability below 10%. 

Prob. of drying in a given yearProb. of drying in a given year



Summary
• Interim Guidelines (EIS) are robust

– Until 2026 these guidelines are as good as any in reducing risk

• Water supply risk (i.e., risk of drying) is small (< 10%) in the near term
~2026

• Risk increases dramatically  in the three decades thereafter (bad news)
• Risk increase is nonlinear
• There is flexibility in the system that can be exploited to mitigate risk

out to the 2030’s.
• Largest driver of longer-term risk is change in flow



•Simplified models can help to frame the discussion of issues regarding
Basin-scale  risks and focus research on outstanding scientific issues.

•However, if this framing – and the modeling -- lacks the proper context
(policy, data, assumptions) then it can obscure, rather than illuminate
paths to mitigate these risks.

 “We do not model for answers, we model for understanding”

•Need for common, accepted modeling assumptions

•Has LF flow already begun to decline due to anthropogenic climate
change?

•What is the best estimate of “natural” flow?

•When will we know if we are on something closer to a 10% trajectory
or a 20% trajectory -- or will we have to plan given that uncertainty?

Issues



NWS CBRFC Inf. For. (Lake Powell); Dated Mar 16,
2009: Feb 78% (Hist.), Mar 87%, Apr 102%

            May 108%; April – July 7.0 MAF or 88%
Upper Colorado River Basin March 23rd conditions:
WY precipitation 95% snow pack 91%

The ongoing interaction of the Western Water Assessment
(a NOAA Regional Integrated Science and Assessments
group located at the University of Colorado) with the
Bureau of Reclamation and other stakeholders on the River
has enabled us to provide a more accurate and, we hope,
credible risk assessment.
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Reservoir Management and Demand Growth
Combinations

A. The interim EIS operational policies employed with demand growing
based on the upper basin depletion schedule.

B  with the demand fixed at the 2008 level ~ 13.5MaF
C. Same as A but with larger delivery shortages
D. Same as C but with a 50% reduced upper basin depletion schedule.
E. Same as D with full initial storage.
F. Same as D but  post 2026 policy that establishes new shortage

action thresholds and volumes.
G. Demand fixed at 2008 level and post 2026 new shortage action.

All the reservoir operation policies take effect from 2026
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How were you actually able to determine that the lake could run dry by 2021?
Our analysis of Federal Bureau of Reclamation records of past water demand and calculations of scheduled water
allocations and climate conditions indicate that the system could run dry, even if mitigation measures are
implemented. We started from the level it is today. We know how much water is coming in and how much will go out, to the
farmers, to the cities, etc. We also know the rate of transfer to Mexico: 1.5 million acre-feet per year. The final thing we added,
which the Bureau of Reclamation does not add in, were evaporation and infiltration into the soil, which is 1.7 million acre-feet
per year. We added up all these numbers and put in the prorated amount from climate change, and found we had a negative
number. We were stunned.

What kind of reaction do you expect there will be, both publicly and politically, to your troubling findings?
We've talked about it, but no one is quite sure. We know there will be media attention; that's part of my job. In terms of
political fallout, I don't know the answer to that. I can't even imagine. Arizona won't take this as good news. People who live
along the upper basin, the folks in Wyoming, Utah and those areas that are the most junior in the water rights agreements,
will not be pleased.

Newsweek Feb 14, 2008


